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chase atm. oops sorry to catch a predator. oops sorry quotes. oops sorry in spanish. oops sorry wrong festive leaf

Honestly, this game is severely underrated. It came out in 2009, has never had a single sale (and probably never will), and fell
quickly into obscurity. It's quite sad, as it's a really solid rhythm game with some great music. It's a shorter game, clocking in at
less than 10 hours to 100%. There fifteen levels that get more and more challenging as you progress to a point where you'll be
needing to use the Autopilot powerup for any chance at the diamond gruv (three per level; silver one is for simply finishing it,
gold one is for a little challenge that you can usually do first try, diamond one is a bit harder and sometimes takes a lot more
tries to get)

Check this game out. It's a couple dollars cheaper on Amazon if you really can't be bothered to spend the $10.

You can even get a free second 100% if you download the demo and import your full game files. (see AStats full game guide
for the demo for a tutorial on the process)

I'm literally like the first person to play this game in two years. Please join me, this game's quite good I think.

solid 7\/10. What a classic. This game was one of the first PC games I actually played when I was a kid.

Great memories, and this game is still as great as back in the day.. What seems like a simple game is actually quite challenging
and entertaining. Fun for all ages!. Hexen II is the third and final game in the Serpent Riders Trilogy.
(Heretic, Hexen: Beyond Heretic, Hexen II).

You have the choice of 4 heroes to choose from: Crusader, Paladin, Necromancer and Assassin.
They have their own weapons and abilities.

Your quest is to defeat Eidolon, the third, final and most powerful of the Serpent Riders.

But before that you must defeat his 4 Horsemen of the Apocalypse (Famine, Death, Pestilence and War)

The game has 4 hubs. Each with their own boss. Each hub is a puzzle that needs to be solved in order to open the boss portal.

So you explore the areas finding items, secrets and killing enemies.

Many objects in the game are destructible. Including enemy corpses. It’s very satisfying to destroy things.

The game has a few negatives. Some small ones, some big ones.

1) Each hub is separated into smaller areas separated by a very fast loading screen. This ruins the pacing a bit. Ruins the
exploration a bit. And makes it easier to get lost and confused.
If a mod could have made these areas into just one that would have been awesome.

2) The items don’t come with descriptions. You have to test them to find out what they do.
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This is a game from back in the days when games came with Manuals. So I guess that’s why they don’t have it within the game.

3) This version doesn’t include the Portal of Praevus expansion which adds an extra hero: The Demoness ��
You will have to download the “pak3.pak” file from the internet.

4) Some of the puzzles can be bullsh!t.
If you accidentally miss an important switch you're screwed. They can be hard to see because they're too small or might blend
with the wall. So you end up running around in circles wondering what you missed.

Mods used:
Hammer of Thyrion (a source port). First 3D game I played in my life... Still love it! :D. Twenty years later the thing with the
catapult early in the game still cracks me up.. If you have the beat and groove you will have fun earning all those challenging
archivements. Approx 10h + playing fun. Needs only 2 keys, "wasd" free & stress less.... Excellent hybrid of FPS, RPG and
Adventure, all refined with the trademark Raven Software's standards of quality and solidity! Bonus points for the amazing dark
soundtrack by Kevin Schilder. Bloody combat, interesting locations, head-crushing puzzles. Best played with UQE Hexen 2
mod: http://forums.steampowered.com/forums/showthread.php?t=2551273. Just a really fun Old School Quake-like Shooter. I
always have trouble getting around to finishing/beating the game tho.. I guess I do that w/ a lot of games..

If you're a fan of Old School such as Doom, Diablo, Quake - This is a great classic worth trying!
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It's the sequal to the great exploration, puzzle, FPS game Hexen. It uses the Quake 1 engine, so it's one of the first 3D video
games. It has great atmosphere and the music helps this too. The class system is back, with the same classes (with different
names but they are the same) and 1 more, the Assassin. The game uses the same HUB system as in the previous games, and the
same puzzle exploration style.

I liked this one too, but I think there's some problems with the game. The movement is too fast with running but too slow
without it, you get stuck on things in rooms, it's really annoying. The enemies get much more tanky than before, and much
fewer of them get thrown at you. It's early 3D, it's gonna look bad, but some of the later levels look really boring imo, like
Quake 1 with the brown and grey things (sorry folks who love the game, the gameplay is good, but the art style I don't like). It
was much better in the first Hexen.

All in all it's a very unique game, not really done in any other game series, so I think you should give it a try at least.. You need
3rd party add ons to play correctly on a new PC.

Tha game is quite fun though, highly recommended for FPS junkies and newbies alike.. HeXen II took me a while to get
through, for two main reasons: the logic of some of its puzzles is headache-inducingly specific, and because it just isn't that
interesting.

HeXen II is, for all intents and purposes, HeXen with better graphics and different wallpaper. Same class system, same basic-
blue-green-both weapon selection, same hub-based gameplay. But while HeXen II has far more visual variety and slightly more
coherently delivered paper-thin plot, its predecessor was considerably more fun to play.

I'm not entirely sure why that is. Maybe it's because of its embracement of old-school fantasy camp rather than a halfhearted
effort to present an epic advenure by making each hub world the theme park version of some ancient culture (Aztec, Egypt,
Grome) to the point that the writers intermittently forgot that the Egypt level wasn't actually supposed to be Egypt. Maybe
because even if the puzzles made no sense you could still usually figure them out eventually by dragging your face along every
surface on the map. Maybe because the enemies actually died when you hit them instead of even the lowliest archer tanking a
dozen shots before dropping and making combat an inherently entropic endeavour.

HeXen II is also a lot stingier with its healing items than previous, which combined with such durable enemies means that every
single fight will leave you with fewer resources than before, which over the course of the game left me so dry by the Grome
level that I just started cheating so I could see the rest of the game and throw it in the bin. Didn't help that random points would
bug out, like when I got stuck in the Cathedral because I kept missing a key item I needed to succeed because the teleporter spat
me out off the ledge where it sat, so I didn't even know it existed until I looked it up.

Regardless, my ultimate takeaway is that HeXen II isn't as fun as HeXen, which itself was only "okay" at best. Don't bother with
this, play something like Rune instead of you want retro fantasy hacko-slasho.. This is like a simultaneous step up and step down
from its predecessor.
Hexen II retains its predecessor's base aesthetic, you have four weapons, a basic manaless weapon, one that uses blue mana, one
that uses green mana, and one that uses both. Alongside this you have an inventory system that retains some of its predecessor's
items such as the Icon of the Defender and the Mystic Urn. The game also continues with having a hub world that you can go
through, revisit, and unlock more of. This is pretty much where the similarity ends.
While not a bad game in its own right, its method of progression is less intuitive than Hexen: Beyond Heretic. Where H:BH had
levers and puzzle pieces you needed to find, there was always a cohesive identifiable pattern. If you were lost, it was likely you
were in the wrong section. In Hexen II, it's less obvious where you need to go. In the first hub level, Blackmarsh, the way you
progress is to find a list of unrelated items, such as the Bones of Loric, the Amulet of Hunger, as well as several frustratingly
difficult to find keys, all so you can find some sand, melt it into glass, and them grind it into a lens so you can somehow kill an
otherwise unkillable golem, and that's only if you manage to find your way through the confusing and poorly designed levels.
There is no unified 'theme' to the items, no specific puzzle you need to overcome, just a literal laundry list of actions and items
to stumble upon while bumping against walls hoping to find a slightly stuck out switch or invisible wall.
The enemies you encounter get progressively stronger, but even though there is a leveling system, your character does not get
stronger. The weakest enemy still takes the same amount of hits throughout the game, while the tougher non-boss enemies
become bullet-sponges.
The game also can have the occasional game-breaking bug that prevents you from progressing. For me, the worst was at the very
end, where I fought Eidolon, killed him, and destroyed the Chaos Orb, only to have the message 'Frame 79 Not Valid' appear
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and the end-game text not appear.
It is not necessarily a bad game by itself, but as a sequel to H:BH, it is a definite step down, and proof that better graphics (for
its time) and better engine (for its time) do not equate to a better game overall.
. brilliant game, one of my favorites, 10/10. Great classic from the past. Very challenging puzzles and fun gameplay. Good
music for when it was made, and a good class selection that adds a bit of variety.
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